Reimagine
Your Electrical Products
Distribution Supply Chain

Achieve Notable Benefits
When You Reimagine
Your Supply Chain
Reach 99.9% wire cutting accuracy

Optimize processes with Tecsys’ agile platform

Deliver customer-centric value-added services

Eliminate secondary packing processes

Achieve a zero-order backlog at the end of each day
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Dear Supply Chain Leader:
As you get to know us, you’ll discover a company that has been driving innovation and solving complex
supply chain challenges for decades for several industries including electrical products distribution.
Since 1983, we’ve helped hundreds of leading organizations solve their unique warehousing and
distribution challenges—landing us in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Warehouse Management Systems in
the last eleven consecutive reports.
It is important to note that today’s marketplace is more sophisticated and agile than ever. The landscape
is complex, volatile, and uncertain. Industries are pressured to better serve customers at a lower cost.
Competition is fierce, and disintermediation continues to pose a significant threat.

To address these challenges, it is crucial to rethink your supply chain, particularly with
the increasing digitization of many industries. The decision is yours: Take the first step to
transform your supply chain now or risk being left behind.
As a member of NAED, we are committed to improving the supply chains of electrical products
distributors. We are eager to learn about you and to share how our best practices and technology could
help you thrive in your industry.
Tecsys helps good organizations like yours achieve supply chain greatness.

Peter Brereton
President and CEO
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Your Relentless Supply Chain Challenges
As an electrical products distributor, you face new challenges every minute
of every day. You might need to deliver to contractors before dawn, work with
industrial suppliers, OEMs and consumers, and answer calls for urgent pickups.
In today’s fiercely competitive landscape, your supply chain’s warehouse operation must be able to
handle complexity, as well as deliver value-added services.

A Snapshot - Complexity in Electrical Products Distribution
Inventory includes thousands of items of all types, shapes, and sizes, from very small
components to large wire reels and conduits.
The desired fulfillment cycle has decreased to less than 24 hours. Customers want to place
orders late in the day and still have them delivered early the next morning, particularly to job
sites. Urgent pickups on will-call add to the challenges.
Distribution operations must be optimized to reduce cost and improve margins.
Traceability and proof of delivery have become crucial, particularly when shipments are
delivered to job sites.
Supply chain applications must be robust, with the distinct ability to handle wire cutting
inventory management and customer-specific, value-added services.
Connection to and collaboration with enterprise systems such as ERP and automation is
essential.
New and/or temporary employees must be onboarded quickly without impacting business.

Electrical products distributors must transform their supply chains to meet
their evolving internal and external challenges, and must adapt to the everchanging demands of their customers. Their supply chain technology must
enable them to deliver 100 percent fulfillment day in and day out, regardless
of fluctuations in demand and operational changes. Their supply chain
must be scalable, and must seamlessly collaborate and integrate with other
systems as a borderless enterprise.
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Tecsys’ Supply Chain
Solutions
Tecsys not only understands the unique challenges of electrical products distributors;
we also offer a variety of solutions that simplify operations, drive best practices, and
deliver on ever-increasing demands. These solutions include warehouse management,
distribution ERP, third-party billing management, transportation and delivery
management, and analytics.
Users are leveraging the Tecsys Itopia® supply chain platform extensively to adapt to ever-changing needs
and deliver real value to their customers.

Tecsys’ Elite WMS Customers Have Achieved Performance Improvements* Such As:

Overall
Efficiency

34%
*

Picking
Accuracy

80%

Order
Accuracy

70%

Labor Costs

28%

Inventory

20%

Back Orders

90%

Actual results will vary depending on the complexity of the warehouse and type of distribution operation.

“Our vision is to be the most dynamic and customer-focused
electrical distributor in the nation. Our partnership with
Tecsys is providing us with the technology platform and
expertise to unlock the strategic potential of our supply chain
to gain significant edge in our competitive profile and achieve
our vision objectives.”
Lloyd Fabry
Regional Distribution Center Manager
Werner Electric Supply
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Tecsys’ Unique Capabilities
for Electrical Distributors
The Modern Era’s Supply Chain Platform
Tecsys’ agile supply chain platform give electrical products distributors the
proven innovations, software elasticity, and optimal user experience they need to
solve their challenges.

According to a Frost & Sullivan analyst,
“Tecsys’ Visual Logistics technology
allows users to perform sophisticated
tasks in their supply chains without any
delays, a feat that is not possible with
competing WMS technologies. It is also
the only solution in the market that allows
users to adapt and personalize the WMS
according to their specific and everevolving needs.”
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Visual Logistics
Visual Logistics, a paradigm shift in WMS, optimizes
execution abilities in all warehouse environments. Its
visual cues empower users to become more informed,
efficient, and accurate at executing their tasks, while
enabling them to become more responsive to their
clients.

Value-Added Services
Tecsys’ agile, scalable, and adaptable platform
supports ongoing, variable requirements such as
packaging and labeling, kitting, staging, and information
on content to differentiate the distributor and drive
value-added services to their customers.

Benefits
Reach 99.9% wire cutting accuracy
Optimize processes with Tecsys’ agile
platform
Deliver customer-centric value-added
services
Eliminate secondary packing processes
Achieve a zero-order backlog at the end of
each day

Optimum Fulfillment Cycle
Efficient execution of WMS capabilities, combined with
Tecsys’ patented Visual Logistics, enables same-day
delivery and shorter fulfillment turnaround times of less
than 24 hours.

Wire Cutting at Impeccable Accuracy
The system supports wire-cutting operators by
providing intelligent inventory of the shortest wire
length across many types that most closely matches
the customer order. It also provides the next appropriate
footage marking where the wire should be cut to meet
the customer order, including cutting multiple wires
simultaneously. This eliminates waste, enables the
delivery of accurate shipments to customers, and
helps avoid returns of short-cut wires and incomplete
shipments.

Collaboration with Common
Industry ERPs
Tecsys’ Elite WMS interfaces and collaborates with the
industry’s most common enterprise resource planning
(ERP) solutions, enabling swift exchange of information
to execute on customer orders without delays.

“As a wholesale electrical distributor,
we are focused on the customer. We
try to add value to products delivered
to small customers or large customers.
In our industry, competitors, most of
the time, are selling the same products
or comparable ones, so there is no
competitive advantages with just selling
products. What we really strive in our
operation is to extend unique services
that will put us ahead of our competitors.”
Kyle Arndt
Value-Add Engineer
Werner Electric Supply
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About Tecsys
Since our founding in 1983, so much has changed
in supply chain technology. But one thing has
remained consistent across industries, geographies
and decades — by transforming their supply chains,
good organizations can become great.
Our solutions and services create clarity from operational
complexity with end-to-end supply chain visibility. Our customers
reduce operating costs, improve customer service and uncover
optimization opportunities.
We believe that visionary organizations should have the
opportunity to thrive. And they should not have to sacrifice
their core values and principles as they grow. Our
approach to supply chain transformation enables
growing organizations to realize their aspirations.

www.tecsys.com
info@tecsys.com
Phone: 514-866-0001
Toll Free: 1-800-922-8649
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